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O    
n November 13, VDOT’s Operations 

and Security Division picked up two 

new staff, both from the sunny state 

of Florida.

    Mike Washburn joins VDOT as the head of 

OSD’s Field Operations Section.  In his new 

role, Mike oversees VDOT’s Traveler Informa-

tion, Incident Management, and Emergency 

Operations programs.  In his previous role 

at Florida’s Turnpike Enterprise, Mike filled 

a similar role, overseeing the Turnpike’s ITS 

and operations programs which included three 

Traffic Management Centers.  Mike brings 12 

years of Turnpike experience.

     Chris Francis joins VDOT as the Department’s 

ITS Architecture Manager.  Chris will be respon-

sible for developing VDOT’s Statewide ITS 

Architecture and managing the Department’s 

recently advertised ITS/Operations On-call 

Consultant contract.  Chris was previously with 

FDOT’s Systems Planning Office integrating 

ITS into the long-range planning process, and 

performing level-of-service analyses and travel 

demand modeling. u

VDOT Signs Interim Agreement 
to Build I-95/395 Hot Lanes

Would Use Variable Tolls to Fight Congestion

I
n October, VDOT Commissioner David 

Ekern signed an interim agreement that 

would bring innovative high-occupancy toll 

(HOT) lanes to Interstates 95 and 395. The 

interim agreement under the Public-Private 

Transportation Act of 1995 with Fluor-Trans-

urban will advance required preliminary work 

on the project.

    The proposed 56-mile HOT lanes project 

between Massaponax and Arlington will ex-

pand the existing high-occupancy vehicle 

(HOV) lanes and will extend HOV lanes south 

to Massaponax. 

    HOT lanes allow drivers of low-occupancy 

vehicles to pay a toll that can vary based on 

time of day and day of the week in order to 

use HOV lanes. Carpoolers, buses and other 

transit operators would use the lanes for free.

    “This is a significant milestone as VDOT 

looks to find creative ways to address con-

gestion in the Fredericksburg and Northern 

Virginia regions,” said Ekern. “HOT lanes, 

and the additional transit infrastructure incor-

porated into this interim agreement, will give 

motorists new choices to shave time from their 

commute.” 

    Ekern, who was appointed VDOT commis-

sioner in September, said one of his top pri-

orities is to work with the private sector and 

federal, state and local partners to speed in-

novative 21st century traffic-management im-

provements to congested areas of the state.

    The interim agreement requires Fluor-

Transurban to complete required preliminary 

engineering work, an operation plan including 

enhancements to transit infrastructure such as 

park-and-ride lots and bus stations, and an in-

depth traffic and revenue study. The results of 

this work will determine if the HOT lanes are 

operationally and economically viable and will 

help to set toll rates that will manage conges-

tion. Private partners will use the toll revenue 

to finance construction and operation of the 

HOT lanes, as well as to provide funding for 

additional transit in the corridor. 

     Additional provisions in the agreement en-

sure that new technology added for this proj-

ect is compatible with VDOT technology for 

both tolling and operations. Also included are 

the construction of six park-and-ride facilities 

and enhancements to 12 bus stations along 

the corridor. It also outlines the federal envi-

ronmental review process that must be com-

pleted before construction.   

      The project will also address recent deci-

sions by the Base Realignment and Closure 

(BRAC) Commission to move a large number 

of federal employees to locations within the I-

95/I-395 corridor. The design of the HOT-lanes 

system will incorporate congestion-manage-

ment and infrastructure improvements taking 

into account the areas where BRAC improve-

ments are planned. 

    “One of the worst bottlenecks on I-95 is 

where the existing HOV lanes end,” said Staf-

ford County Board of Supervisors Chairman 

Robert Gibbons. “We need to move quickly 

to address this bottleneck to keep our econ-

omy moving and protect the quality of life for 

citizens of the Fredericksburg region. This is 

especially important as the BRAC decisions 

move thousands of additional military and ci-

vilian jobs to this region.”

      A comprehensive agreement will follow the 

interim agreement if milestones are met. The 

comprehensive agreement will be negotiated 

by VDOT, working with various technical ex-

pertises, including transit operations. 

     Hot Lanes are currently in use in California 

and Texas: on SR 91 in Orange County, I-15 

in San Diego and on the Katy Freeway and US 

290 in the Houston area. 

  For details on the I-95/I-395 HOT lanes proj-

ect, visit www.faster95.com or www.virginiadot.

org/projects/ppta-I-95_I-395HOTLanes.asp. u

Legislative Reception 
Set for February 15

I
TSVA members are encouraged to take 

advantage of the opportunity to discuss 

the role of ITS in addressing current 

transportation issues with elected officials at 

the annual ITSVA Legislative Reception.

    This year’s event will again be held at 

Old City Hall in Richmond from 6-8:30pm 

on Thursday, February 15. This event is 

complimentary for our members. Exhibi-

tors will have the opportunity to showcase 

their company’s products and sponsorship 

opportunities are also available. 

    For more information, visit www.itsva.

org; members should e-mail amy.shaw@

easterassociates.com to confirm your plans 

to participate and/or attend.u

VDOT’s Operations & 
Security Division Grows
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President’s Message

In This Together
By Glenn N. Havinoviski

C
ontrary to politically popular belief 

in some of the Capitol’s hallways,  

transportation issues affect more 

than just people in Northern Virginia and 

Hampton Roads.  That is why the willing-

ness to uphold ideology over the real 

needs of this state can be so grating to a 

transportation professional.  

    Yes, people have previously turned 

down local tax increases to pay for trans-

portation.  Perhaps a lack of confidence 

in how the money will be spent may have 

something to do with it.  But certainly the 

lingering “no tax is a good tax” attitude 

(indigenous to many pockets in this and 

other states) is a powerful force. 

      Privatization and tolling options for 

new or expanded roads is obviously 

gaining a lot of traction as a result of this, 

but even that is facing a lot of questions 

and opposition.  Do such projects assure 

policy and public interests are addressed?  

That can be open to question, as it always 

should be.

     While we know a viable system opera-

tions program utilizing tools such as intel-

ligent transportation systems can certainly 

help matters even without infrastructure, 

having no capital budgets at all to do 

transportation improvements will hit ITS 

as hard as any transportation program.  In 

this light, it is instructive to look at another 

prosperous (though undoubtedly more 

populous) state and the investment they 

are making in ITS.  

   Florida, which has about 2-3 times the 

population of Virginia (give or take a few 

million), is about to spend over $880 mil-

lion on advanced technologies, having 

achieved numerous measurable safety 

and congestion benefits with their ITS pro-

grams.  They are investing in standardized 

traffic management software for all their 

districts (quite an achievement given the 

autonomous nature of their district opera-

tions), open road tolling, traffic information 

and incident management systems. 

     OK, it may not be necessary to invest 

$880 million in Virginia ITS (though a third 

or half that would be nice), even over two 

to three years, but the coordinated invest-

ments and program activities being done 

in Florida are not just bold thinking, but 

a result of hard-won efforts to implement 

systems and demonstrate the benefits of 

ITS.  Can we do the same with what has 

been done in Virginia?  Certainly.  We 

as ITSVA members need to outreach to 

individual legislators to at least educate 

them on the benefits of ITS and system 

operations in a clear and unambiguous 

fashion. We also must note that many 

of our systems need updating to provide 

the level of capability needed to meet the 

state’s operational needs.   

     Success stories both from Virginia and 

from other states are essential to present 

to the legislature.  Will system opera-

tions and ITS “replace” new capacity?  In 

some instances yes, but certainly not in 

a significant fashion – too many travelers 

use our transportation network to com-

pletely eliminate the need for capacity and 

physical improvements.  But we can and 

should do our best, and that is not what 

we have seen.  It is embarrassing, and we 

desperately and collectively need to find 

that “third way” which seems to elude our 

elected officials.

     Glenn N. Havinoviski is vice president 

in charge of the Transportation 

Technology and Operations Division 

of Wilbur Smith Associates in Falls 

Church, Virginia. u  

T
hanks to VDOT’s new statewide 

toll violation enforcement system, 

Smart Tag/E-ZPass users will no 

longer have to stop for toll gates in most 

places, and will be able to move more 

quickly through the lanes.

    Cameras to catch toll violators are in 

place on the Powhite Parkway Extension 

in the Richmond area, the Dulles Toll 

Road in Northern Virginia and the Cole-

man Bridge in Hampton Roads. The toll 

violation system is in testing mode through 

the end of 2006, and toll violation notices 

will be sent out beginning in early 2007. 

At that time, toll booth gates will not be 

used in electronic toll lanes except where 

necessary for safety reasons.

Cameras for Toll Violators Come Online in January
    Notices will include a photo of the 

license plate taken at the time of the viola-

tion and violators will be assessed the toll 

plus a $25 administrative fee. There are 

appeals procedures to follow for cases of 

mistaken identity, sold or stolen cars and 

leased or rental vehicles. 

     “The toll violation cameras became 

necessary because we were losing more 

than $1.4 million annually in toll violations,” 

said Deborah Brown, VDOT’s Director of 

Innovative Finance and Revenue Opera-

tions. 

    “Another benefit is that deployment of 

this technology will allow more toll facilities 

to provide ‘express lanes,’ which do not 

rely on gates or other physical barriers to 

ensure payment of tolls. This will reduce 

congestion associated with toll plazas.” 

    Toll violation cameras have been used 

on the privately-owned Pocahontas Park-

way in the Richmond area since 2002. 

For more information about Smart Tag/E-

ZPass, go to www.smart-tag.com. u 
The new system will allow traffic to 
move more quickly through toll lanes.
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By Chris Body
Talking Tolls

W
hile most readers of this column have heard of or are 

familiar with Vehicle Infrastructure Integration VII or 

5.9 GHz DSRC, I thought it worthwhile to provide an 

update on the program and focus on how VII may affect the toll 

industry.  For those not familiar with VII, it is the development of 

a set of applications that will allow a vehicle to stay in constant 

contact with a roadside communications network.  Originally 

conceived as a safety program with vehicles communicating with 

other vehicles and traffic controllers, VII will enable many other 

applications such as payment and traveler information.  5.9 GHz 

is the frequency the FCC has set aside for these applications.

   The last 12 months have seen significant progress take place 

in the program, both technically and administratively.  Building on 

the successful Innovative Mobility Showcase at the November 

2005 ITS World Congress in San Francisco, a number of ven-

dors have prototyped working VII radios that will continue to be 

tested by the VII Consortium later this year and into 2007.  The 

VII Proof of Concept (POC) testing in Detroit will begin in earnest 

in the latter part of 2007.  The POC includes approximately 60 

road side units and 50 DSRC equipped vehicles and will test a 

number of applications including:

 - Collision Avoidance

 - Electronic Brake Warning

 - Traveler Information

 - Electronic Payment

 - Weather Information

 - Roadway Maintenance

    Live VII applications are now being demonstrated at a number 

of upcoming ITS events, including the ITS Annual Meeting and 

State Chapter meetings (we may secure a VII demo at the next 

ITS Virginia meeting – put it on your Christmas List). 

    From an institutional perspective, privacy principles are being 

finalized and some of the tougher, non-technical questions are 

being considered, such as how will VII be deployed, who will 

manage the system once it is implemented and how will the 

system be paid for?  My guess is that the non-technical issues 

will be more difficult to answer than the technical ones.  

    Since this column is “Talking Tolls,” let’s connect the dots 

between VII and electronic toll collection, by talking shop with 

OmniAir’s ™ Executive Director, Tim McGuckin. OmniAir’s 

mission is to provide third-party certification services that ensure 

standards-compliance and enable interoperability.  Since the 

genesis of OmniAir was the International Bridge, Tunnel and 

Turnpike Association (IBTTA), most OmniAir members represent 

the toll industry. Depending on who you talk to, electronic tolling 

could be one of the “day 1” use cases of VII. 

What is OmniAir’s role? Tim McGuckin: To advance DSRC 

through standards development and certification of standards 

used for DSRC systems.  OmniAir is a non-profit  member as-

sociation founded to advance the deployment of interoperable 

Status of 5.9 VII systems
systems through its Certification Program.  OmniAir members 

believe that by developing tools and process and testing for 

standards compliance and application protocols that permit in-

teroperability,’  it can help operators, vendors, integrators, vehicle 

OEMs, and consumers see maximum benefit from DSRC.  

   What is the status of 5.9 for tolling?  Are there separate 

standards being developed? Currently, no toll agency uses 

5.9GHz DSRC because equipment is not yet available.  The sup-

plier community is currently developing and testing prototypes, 

much of it under the tutelage of USDOT, but also to some extent 

on their own in anticipation of serving the toll market.  Because 

toll operators typically have 5-year technology planning cycles, 

several are studying it to determine how and to what extent to 

incorporate 5.9GHz DSRC into capital, maintenance operating 

processes.  The key is to be able to migrate to the new system 

in an efficient manner with respect to current business practices, 

but with the understanding that systems will work side-by-side 

for some time.

    The standards that constitute a 5.9GHz DSRC ‘toll system’ 

extend beyond the lane level technology and into the back-of-

fice/transaction processing elements of tolling which are fairly 

unique to this industry.  The basic message set will be devel-

oped by the Society of Automotive Engineers and is identified 

as SAE J2735.  The physical communication standard is called 

802.11p.  The upper layers - data-link and network standards 

- are also coming from IEEE’s “802.11 Working Group” and are 

called 1609.1, 2, 3, and 4.  Beyond this, and to ensure national 

interoperability in back-office services, OmniAir is developing an 

Electronic Payment Services National Interoperability Specifica-

tion (EPSNIS) which links the toll authority to the clearinghouse 

and then these entities to each other and on upward to the issu-

ing community (banks).  So, while there are separate standards 

being developed, the goal is to incorporate them into a standards 

suite and have those who provide the hardware and services be 

subject to a certification regime run by an independent certifica-

tion authority, potentially OmniAir.   

   How will 5.9 for tolling be tested?  Two activities are currently 

underway: the first is the POC mentioned above, which tests 

components - the hardware, backhaul and server networks; the 

processes such as routing, prioritization and data management; 

and security of the system - to stress them and identify weak 

points.  While the POC is testing ‘Epayment’ applications like 

gas, tolling and parking, they are also testing security algorithms 

and processing time as if a car is in an Open Road Tolling en-

vironment and wants to pay by credit card.  

   The second activity addresses what the previous doesn’t - a 

test of 5.9GHz system on an actual toll facility.  Here, OmniAir’s 

EPSNIS and Interoperability Model - a transaction processing 

protocol and approach providing a structure for national financial 

Continued on page 7
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Scenes from the November 8 NCR Conference

Above, from left: Pete Todd of VDOT presented Da-
vid Scott of the London Fire 
Brigade, Clive Wright who 
is the U.K. Coordinator from 
the British Embassy in Wash-
ington, DC and Kevin Gor-
don of the London Resilience 
Team with appreciation gifts. 

Above: Exhibitors included ITSVA members Cohu, 
Dewberry&Davis, IBI Group and Trichord.

At right: John Contestabile, 
Acting Assistant Secretary of 
Transportation for Maryland’s 
Department of Transportation, 
was one of the presenters. 

Above: One of the many mobile command vehicles 
on display was from Arlington County.
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Lane Departure Warning Systems 
Take Hold with Trucking Industry

L
ast year, ITS Virginia member Iteris, Inc. introduced the 

world’s first commercially available Lane Departure Warn-

ing (LDW) system. This system uses advanced imaging 

technology and proprietary software algorithms to audibly warn 

drivers when their car or truck is unintentionally drifting out of its 

lane, acting as an electronic version of the “rumble strips” used 

on many interstates. 

     The LDW device, which looks similar to a computer mouse, 

is mounted inside the vehicle windshield and positioned so that 

the lens can read lane markings based on their contrast with 

the road surface. 

    Bill Patrolia, Iteris’ director of truck sales, said the system 

was initially installed on trucks in Europe and the U.S. It is also 

available on newer models of the Nissan Infiniti FX crossover 

sport utility vehicle and the Infiniti M. 

     “One of the first trucking companies to begin widespread 

use of the LDW system, Cargo Transporters of Claremont, NC, 

recently reported a 90 percent reduction in preventable lane 

departure accidents since deploying Iteris’ LDW system,” said 

Patrolis. 

     According to Cargo Transporters CEO John Pope, in the five 

years prior to using LDW technology, their fleet traveled 235.4 

million miles and had 56 lane departure preventable accidents. 

Of the 84.7 million miles traveled since the LDW system has 

been installed, Pope reported that the company had just two 

lane departure preventable accidents. 

    In August 2006, Iteris announced that Old Dominion Freight 

Line, Inc., the 10th largest over-the-road freight carrier in the 

nation, will be installing the LDW system in 1,200 tractors out 

of its existing fleet of over 4,400, with plans to make LDW part 

of their standard specification on all new truck purchases in 

the future. 

    “Installing the Lane Departure Warning system in our fleet of 

trucks gives us the ability to be proactive instead of reactive,” said 

Brian Stoddard, vice president of safety and personnel for Old 

Dominion. “With safety remaining a top priority for our company, 

we are confident the decision to install this technology will prove 

to be an effective means of preventing accidents.” 

    Iteris’ LDW system was the first to be deployed in the com-

mercial truck and passenger car markets and remains the only 

vision-based system in mass production in the U.S. and Europe. 

Over 24,000 LDW systems have been sold in the U.S. and Eu-

rope, with an estimated two billion miles traveled per year. In the 

U.S., there are currently 35 fleets specifying Iteris’ LDW system 

with a combined fleet size of 18,600 trucks. Another 52 fleets with 

approximately 100,000 trucks are conducting field tests. 

The growing popularity of the LDW system is supported by 

research. A recent year-long study by the Virginia Tech Trans-

portation Institute (VTTI) concluded that 80 percent of vehicle 

crashes involve driver distraction. Federal accident data indicate 

that unintended road and lane departures account for 59 per-

cent of total fatalities and that the average cost of a commercial 

truck accident is $75,000. In a recent interview, FMCSA chief 

administrator John Hill, stated the U.S. DOT goal is for no more 

than 1 fatalities per 100 million miles traveled for all types of 

highway.

      “I want to save lives, and I want to get us to that number 

long before 2018. So if we can find technologies like collision 

avoidance, adaptive cruise control, lane departure warning 

systems and we can save a lot of lives, then let’s get on with it 

and not delay,” Hill said.

    Iteris, Inc. is a leading provider of outdoor vision systems 

and sensors that optimize the flow of traffic and enhance driver 

safety. Their products combine outdoor image processing, traffic 

engineering, and information technology to offer a broad range 

of transportation and safety solutions. Iteris is headquartered in 

Anaheim, California with offices in Springfield, Virginia. The LDW 

system, which costs about $1000 per vehicle, is programmed to 

function only at speeds over 35 mph or when turn signals are 

not used to change lanes. u
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W
ithin the next decade,  Baby Boomers will 

enter the ranks of senior citizens. By 2030, 

the U.S. Census Bureau estimates that one 

in five drivers will be age 65 or older. 

      Helping ensure that the more than 30 million 

Americans who will soon be included in this age group 

have safe, affordable and accessible options for rou-

tine travel, AARP hosted a symposium in October that 

included transportation planners and those in the ITS 

industry as well as other special interest groups. 

     Recent studies show that 90 percent of older people 

use private automobiles to make daily trips, and that on 

any given day, 50 percent of non-drivers over age 65 

stay home because they lack transportation options. 

Clearly, increased use of public transportation is part of 

the solution.  Intelligent Transportation can play a role 

in ensuring mobility options for seniors. The December 

2004 ITSVA Journal discussed the benefit of Advanced 

Traveler Information Systems (ATIS), and it is not difficult to imagine the 

increasingly internet-saavy seniors checking travel options online. 

    Other advanced technology such as adaptive vehicle equipment and 

vision enhancement systems appear promising, but guidelines must be 

analyzed and often modified before they can be applied to seniors. 

   The AARP Mobility Conference included a panel of legislators, each of 

whom shared stories of how seniors’ mobility needs had touched their 

lives...in many cases through an immediate family member.u

AARP Mobility Conference Focuses on Future

Above: AARP’s Robert Hodder moderates a panel discus-
sion among state legislators on recent legislation impact-
ing senior drivers. From left: Delegate Dwight Jones of 
Richmond, Senator Jeannemarie Devolities Davis of 
Fairfax, Senator Ryan McDougle of Hanover County and 
Delegate Joe May of Loudoun County. Each is a mem-
ber of the Transportation Committee in their respective 
chambers.
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Talking Tolls
continued from page 3

clearing and reciprocity for operators and issuers of devices, ac-

counts and services.  OmniAir will test the specification at a New 

York State Bridge Authority toll facility and create a reference 

implementation test others can emulate on their own facilities.     

    How will 5.9 change the toll industry? It will change 

Electronic Toll Collection from a conglomeration of regional, 

geographically-limited proprietary, non-interoperable networks 

toward a national, interoperable system based on publicly avail-

able standards, enabling new players to come into the game.  

National standards cut both ways.  First, they can help to invite 

more competition, which can lower the prices operators pay for 

hardware and services.  But at the same time they also prevent 

the exclusion of entities who want to provide a service - entities 

the toll operator may think do not share its mission critical goals.  

And another party - banks - may also want to provide services 

and could act as issuers too, as could any entity as long as it 

abides by standards.  

    What are the biggest challenges that the toll industry 

faces with regards to 5.9? First, ETC is a unique DSRC ap-

plication.  Unlike most other VII applications, it has geo-location 

requirements driven by Open Road Tolling schemes.  You have 

to correctly identify the vehicle and associate it with the tag in 

order for identification, classification and enforcement systems 

to work and charge the patron properly.  These are indeed work-

ing for 915.  But for 5.9GHz, it has yet to be demonstrated that 

current lane configurations - the hardware and software - can 

accommodate a read zone that feasibly expands from 50 feet 

to twenty times that.  The point is that the toll industry wants to 

preserve as much as possible its existing investments in their 

tolling infrastructure in order to economically migrate to 5.9GHz.  

Another, more procedural challenge, exists that stems from the 

various classification and pricing schemes seen across the toll 

industry.  Some feel that they will need to be reconciled, or com-

pressed somewhat, and that the industry must move closer to a 

‘vanilla’ transaction, in order for 5.9 systems to work for them.

  The main business challenge of 5.9 seems to concern the 

changes in account ownership.  With 5.9, you will be able to 

dissociate owning and managing a toll account from actually 

owning and operating a toll facility.  This loss of account owner-

ship causes concern for some in the industry who interpret it as 

loss of control, and thus a loss of political influence.  From the 

time ETC was begun almost 20 years ago, developing as it did 

organically by the toll industry without outside help, natural inertia 

built up.  It is justifiably hard for any organization with a proud, 

public service oriented culture to embrace such a fundamental 

change.  But 5.9 offers a lot of advantages - too compelling to 

ignore.  So if the toll industry can work with new stakeholders 

on a consensus business model that recognizes its particular 

concerns, 5.9 will be adopted.       

   Chris Body is Vice President of Business Development 
at Mark IV IVHS,  a designer and manufacturer of DSRC 
devices used by highway, toll, turnpike, tunnel, and bridge 
authorities to enable electronic toll collection.
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T
he Trevilon NTesterR v2.0 is now available! NTester allows 

an individual unfamiliar with technical details of the National 

Transportation Communications for ITS Protocol (NTCIP) to 

test devices for NTCIP conformance.  Version 2 includes: 

    • A set of built-in automated test procedures for selected      

   devices, including version 2 of the DMS standard

   (NTCIP 1203v2)

 • Supports manual testing through a MIB browser

 • Allows users to write or record their own macros using  

   Microsoft’s Visual Basic for Applications

   While it is designed so that a novice can use it, the software 

provides NTCIP-experts and manufacturers an automated way to 

perform rigorous testing in a repeatable fashion.  For additional in-

formation, visit www.trevilon.com. u  

 Trevilon Announces Release 
of NTester Version 2

NAVTEQ to Acquire 
Traffic.com in Early 2007

I
n November, NAVTEQ, a global provider of digital maps for ve-

hicle navigation and location-based solutions, reached an agree-

ment to purchase Traffic.com, a leading provider of personalized 

traffic information in the United States. 

    The acquisition is expected to be finalized in early 2007 and  

will provide NAVTEQ with proprietary traffic content, as well as the 

technology and expertise to deliver that content to a wide variety of 

customers across multiple industries. 

    “Our focus is on enhancing our map with content that brings the 

map to life and increases the utility and convenience of navigation 

devices,” said Judson Green, President and CEO. 

    The Chicago-based company was founded in 1985 and has ap-

proximately 2,100 employees located in 139 offices in 25 countries.

Traffic.com offers real-time customized traffic reports in 50 metro-

politan areas and is a critical data component of NAVTEQ Traffic. 

Traffic.com currently has 650 employees in 22 locations, with a 

growing list of customers that include AOL, Microsoft, The Weather 

Channel(R), Comcast, Garmin and XM Satellite Radio.

    “In addition to collecting and distributing premium traffic content, 

Traffic.com has the unique capability to productize traffic content 

and deliver it across multiple platforms,” said Robert N. Verratti, 

CEO of Traffic.com. “Our technology and experience is a natural fit 

with NAVTEQ’s industry-leading solutions.”

    Green added, “Combined, the two companies have the potential 

to create and deliver advanced dynamic content that will fuel the 

next generation of location-enabled applications.” u  

Save the date! 
April 24-25, 2007 

Marriott Hotel • Richmond, Virginia
Visit www.itsva.org 

for Sponsor & Exhibitor Forms and 
Registration Information 

ITSVA Annual Conference & Exhibition


